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Market Comment



In April, risk markets continued to benefit from the dovish shift taken by major
central banks earlier in the year, as spreads tightened for yet another month,
with both US and European investment grade credit spreads now 46 bps
tighter year to date. European credit markets outperformed the US, with
European IG spreads tightening by 14 bps in contrast to the 5 bps of tightening
observed in the US. The regional outperformance herein could be put down to
reduced fears of a Eurozone slowdown after Q1 GDP for the region surprised
on the upside at 0.4% QoQ.



In addition, investors became increasingly optimistic that growth in China has
troughed, given the stronger credit growth numbers observed, with hopes that
this will feed through to better Eurozone data with a lag. Also, sentiment
towards the periphery improved during April after Italy’s rating was left
unchanged at BBB at S&P, whilst Spanish elections provided no negative
surprises for investors. This positive backdrop described allowed for interest
rate markets to breathe following the rally observed YTD, as US 10 year rates
rose by 9 bps and German 10 year Bund yields rose by 8 bps on the month.



Whilst US data including the ISM Manufacturing survey and the labour market
data was robust in April, investors appeared more concerned with regards to
inflation, as core PCE missed to the downside at 1.6% vs 1.7% consensus. As
such, the market priced in a full rate cut by the Fed for the end of this year
amid a lack of inflationary pressures, which also led the curve to steepen in
April, with the US 2s10s breaking above 20 bps for the first time this year,
rising by 9 bps during the month.



In May, the resurfacing of trade war concerns led to risk markets coming under
pressure following the strong start to the year, with US investment grade
spreads widening by 17 bps and European spreads by 20 bps. Moves herein
were largely triggered by Trump’s decision at the start of the month to increase
tariffs on Chinese imports worth USD200bn from 10% to 25% given slow
progress in the trade negotiations. In addition, Trump began the formal
process of implementing tariffs of 25% on the remaining USD300bn of Chinese
imports, although no announcement on this was anticipated at least until the
two Presidents met at the G20 at the end of June.



Towards the end of May the US broadened the trade war further, as the
administration announced the imposition of 5% tariffs on all goods imported
from Mexico, which will rise by 5% each month until it reaches 25% unless
Mexico managed to dramatically reduce or eliminate the illegal flow of
immigrants into the US.
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European political concerns also returned in May after the European
Commission sent a letter notifying the Italian government that they had not
made sufficient progress towards compliance with the debt criterion of the EU’s
fiscal laws. This would be the first step in a disciplinary process that would put
Italy at risk of financial penalties, and led to negative price action with BTPs
widening by 33 bps in May. Risks within the region were also highlighted by
the results of the European elections in which Salvini’s League Party came top
in Italy with 34% of the votes, which has left open the possibility of early
elections being called to take advantage of his rise in popularity. Meanwhile
the newly formed Brexit Party came top in the UK with 32% of votes amid
growing frustration on the lack of Brexit progress.



The less positive risk backdrop described led to interest rate markets
performing well given the bid for safe haven assets. US 10 year yields for
example rallied by a dramatic 38 bps in May, as the market priced in the
chance of two rate cuts from the Fed for this year alone. European rates also
rallied, with German 10 year Bund yields 21 bps lower by the end of the month
as well.



Risk markets managed to recover in June following the weakness observed in
May. Whilst trade uncertainties lingered heading into the G20 at the end of
June, investors were instead able to take comfort from the dovish
communication provided by the major central banks, which appeared to open
up the window towards monetary policy easing. This could be highlighted in
ECB President Draghi’s speech at the Sintra forum in which he said that
additional stimulus would be required in the absence of an improvement in the
outlook.



This was followed by the Federal Reserve who in the June statement said that
they will act as appropriate to sustain the expansion. The latest dot plot
projection released showed 8 out of 17 members now looking for a cut this
year, with Chair Powell saying that even those who did not call for a cut, said
that the case for a cut has increased, confirming the dovish bias. As such, US
10 year yields rallied by 11 bps in June, following a 38 bps decline in yields in
May, which resulted in the market now pricing in multiple rate cuts for this year
alone and allowed for the curve to steepen. German 10 year bunds also
benefitted, with yields declining by 13 bps as hopes of stimulus through rate
cuts or asset purchases were renewed.



This backdrop of central bank support in June is one that allowed for credit
spreads to tighten, with US investment grade credit spreads tightening by 12
bps, whilst European spreads tightened by 15 bps, perhaps outperforming as
the market priced in an increasing probability that the ECB re-launches its
Corporate Sector Purchase Programme (CSPP).
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QTD, UBAM FCP Euro High Yield Solution increased +1.42% net of fees
(I share class).



The active management of the high yield, regional and interest rate exposure
was +3bps QTD.



In terms of performance contribution, credit contributed +1.50% QTD. Interest
rates contributed +0.06% QTD.



Looking at the EUR high yield bond market, credit contributed +1.93% QTD.
Interest rates contributed +0.55%



At the end of the quarter, the yield of the portfolio in EUR was 3.0% vs. 3.1%
for ICE BofAML Euro High Yield index (yield-to-worst).



The interest rate exposure was 1.6 years vs. 3.1 years for cash bond market



The overall credit allocation was:

Performance Review

Portfolio Activity



High yield exposure: 97.5%



European exposure: 97.5%



US exposure: 0.0%



In April, we left the fund’s credit positioning unchanged, but entered into an
overweight EUR duration position at the start of the month as the increase in
rates following stronger than expected data out of China provided us with an
attractive entry point, and as we saw the Fed and ECB unlikely to shift back
towards a hawkish stance anytime soon given the lack of inflationary
pressures.



In May, we increased the fund’s interest rate duration further. After having
increased EUR duration in April, we added further to duration in May amidst a
weak risk backdrop and uncertainty around the US/China trade deal which
could have a detrimental impact on the growth outlook if it persists.



In June, after having increased the fund’s interest rate duration in April and
further in May, we reduced the fund’s credit exposure by 2.5% to 97.5% as
trade uncertainties remained and global macro data continued to come out
weak.
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The dovish turn taken by major central banks globally was one of the most
significant developments in the second quarter and was one that allowed risk
markets to hold onto gains, despite weakness in global growth data and
continued uncertainty around US-China trade. Therefore as we look ahead to
the second half of the year, the focus will be on whether the Federal Reserve
and ECB will deliver the easing that is now priced into markets. In addition,
whilst the G20 meeting appeared to result in a trade truce between the US and
China in the near-term, progress in talks that are set to restart will determine
whether trade uncertainty will still weigh on the outlook. Brexit developments
will also increase in importance as the year goes on, especially as we
approach the new October 31st deadline for the UK to leave the EU.



Whilst the Fed removed its hawkish bias in Q1, the board went one step further
in Q2 as the June statement said that they will act as appropriate to sustain the
expansion, whilst the dot plot showed 8 out of 17 members forecasting a cut
for this year. The tone of Fed Chair Powell’s press conference followed suit, as
he said that even those who did not call for a cut, have said that the case for
one has increased. Uncertainties and crosscurrents related to trade given the
US-China trade war, as well as the weakening global growth outlook appeared
to drive this shift from the Fed, especially at a time when inflation pressures
have been so muted. As a result, the market has priced in the likelihood that
the Fed goes through with insurance rate cuts, with over two cuts priced for the
remainder of this year.



Our own view is that the US economy is still fairly robust, with a strong labour
market intact as highlighted by the latest payrolls print and as such, we do not
see the economy heading towards a recession in the near-term. That said, if
domestic growth data continues to weaken amid trade uncertainties which may
not be resolved in the near-term, then investors may start to price in a sharper
slowdown. We therefore expect the Fed to go through with an insurance cut at
the upcoming July meeting in line with market expectations in a bid to sustain
and lengthen the expansion. This should allow the front-end of the curve to
continue to outperform as the risks are that the market may start to price in a
full rate cutting cycle once the first cut has passed, unless the data or trade
picture improves significantly.



The Fed meeting described above, followed a surprisingly dovish speech by
ECB President Draghi at the Sintra forum in which he also opened up the door
towards further easing by saying that additional stimulus would be required in
the absence of an improvement in the outlook. Such a shift has come at a time
when market based measures of inflation expectations such as the 5yr5yr
inflation swap rate have hit all-time lows, and was unable to materially recover
following Draghi’s speech, highlighting the difficulty for the ECB in changing
perceptions around low inflation. With data such as manufacturing PMIs in the
region remaining in contraction territory, investors see it as unlikely that the
outlook will substantially improve in the near-term and so expectations for both
rate cuts and another round of quantitative easing have increased. For this
reason we have seen Italian 10 year BTP spreads tighten by almost 50 bps
since Draghi’s Sintra speech on renewed hopes of further easing, where the
nomination of IMF Chairman Christine Lagarde for the ECB Presidency has
also supported the periphery as fears that a hawk such as Germany’s Jens
Weidmann replacing Draghi in October have faded.

Outlook
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The current backdrop of weak global growth has appeared to drive a “race to
the bottom” from central banks in bringing interest rates lower, which may also
drive the Bank of England to remove its hawkish bias at its upcoming meeting.
This was already hinted at by Governor Carney in a recent speech in which he
said that global trade tensions have increased downside risks with Q2
economic growth being considerably weaker, and that the bank will reassess
both Brexit and trade risks at the August meeting. We anticipate for both of
these uncertainties to have not cleared up by August, and as such may result
in less hawkish communication from the BoE. With Boris Johnson set to
become the next UK Prime Minister, the tail risk of a no-deal Brexit outcome on
October 31st taking place has also increased and will also weigh on the BoE’s
outlook. As such, we would anticipate that GBP remains under pressure until
some clarity is reached on Brexit, whilst Gilts could continue to perform well as
the market prices out rate hikes in the near term.



Overall, we think that the bar for the Fed and ECB to deliver easing is now low,
and so our bias to add to interest rate duration on yield spikes remains intact.
This is especially the case given our view that prices globally will continue to
be weighed down by longer term factors such as demographics and low
productivity, where renewed easing from central banks is unlikely to fuel
significant inflationary pressures in our opinion. We also continue to believe
that the market will trade more sensitively to the data and news flow given the
late stage in the growth cycle we are believed to be in. Such a backdrop also
warrants holding more duration in a bid to construct increasingly balanced
portfolios in which duration exposure is able to complement the credit risk held,
limiting drawdowns during risk-off moves.



We remain cautious with regards to credit markets, given that the global growth
trend remains poor, with the outlook still clouded by the trade war. Although
the G20 meeting appeared to result in a trade truce between the US and
China, it does not seem as though any material breakthrough in negotiations
was made, which leaves open the risk that additional tariffs could still be
announced if tensions escalate again. Whilst the Chinese authorities continue
to try and stimulate the economy, the more targeted approach to this slowdown
is yet to be enough to offset lingering trade issues. Though spreads remain
close to five year averages across segments, monetary easing from the Fed
and ECB appear to be in these valuations and so central banks will have to
deliver on easing priced for markets to hold onto gains. We wait to see whether
the data globally can improve before looking to add back to our credit
exposure, which currently sits below, but close to historical average levels. We
also continue to think that a strong focus on liquid credit instruments as core
holdings such as CDS indices is crucial given a seemingly less liquid and
shallow market, as these have better behaviour during stressed phases and
allow for more flexibility when volatility does increase.
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Disclaimer
UBAM FCP Euro High Yield Solution is a French domiciled UCITS-compliant FCP registered under French law.
This is a marketing document and is intended for informational and/or marketing purposes only. This document is confidential and is intended only for the use of the person(s) to whom it
was delivered. This document may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) or delivered, given, sent or in any other way made accessible, to any other person without the prior written
approval of Union Bancaire Gestion Institutionnelle (France) SAS or any entity of the UBP Group (collectively “(“UBP Asset Management (France)”). This document reflects the opinion of
UBP Asset Management (France) as of the date of issue.
This document is for distribution only to persons who are Qualified Investors in Switzerland or Professional Clients, Eligible Counterparties or equivalent category of investors as defined
by the relevant laws (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”).This document is directed only at relevant persons and must not be acted on or relied on by
persons who are not relevant persons. It is not intended for distribution, publication, or use, in whole or in part, in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, or use would be
unlawful, nor is it directed to any person or entity to which it would be unlawful to direct such a document. In particular, this document may not be distributed in the United States of
America and/or to US Persons (including US citizens residing outside the United States of America).
This document has not been produced by UBP Asset Management (France)’s financial analysts and is not to be considered as financial research. It is not subject to any guidelines on
financial research and independence of financial analysis.
Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is based on information and data obtained from reliable sour ces. However, UBP Asset Management
(France) has not verified the information from third sources in this document and does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. UBP Asset Management (France) accepts no liability
whatsoever and makes no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, for any information, projections or any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions
or misstatements. The information contained herein is subject to change without prior notice. UBP Asset Management (France) gives no undertaking to update this document or to correct
any inaccuracies in it which may become apparent.
This document may refer to the past performance of investment interests. Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. The value of investment interests can fall as
well as rise. Any capital invested may be at risk and you may not get back some or all of your original capital. In addition, any performance data included in this document does not take
into account fees and expenses charged on issuance and redemption of securities nor any taxes that may be levied. Changes in exchange rates may cause increases or decreases in
your return.
All statements other than statements of historical fact in this document are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. The
financial projections included in this document do not represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of current expectati ons and assumptions which
may not eventuate. The actual performance, results, financial condition and prospects of an investment interest may differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forwardlooking statements in this document as the projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and other uncertainties that may adversely affect
performance. UBP Asset Management (France) disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statement, as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
It should not be construed as advice or any form of recommendation to purchase or sell any security or funds. It does not replace a prospectus or any other legal documents that can be
obtained free of charge from the registered office of a fund or from UBP Asset Management (France). The opinions herein do not take into account individual investors’ circumstances,
objectives, or needs. Each investor must make his/her own independent decision regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and should independently determine
the merits or suitability of any investment. In addition, the tax treatment of any investment in the fund(s) mentioned herein depends on each individual investor’s circumstances. Investors
are invited to read carefully the risk warnings and the regulations set out in the prospectus or other legal documents and are advised to seek professional advice from their financial, legal
and tax advisors. The tax treatment of any investment in the Fund depends on your individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future.
The document neither constitutes an offer nor a solicitation to buy, subscribe for or sell any currency, funds, product or financial instrument, make any investment, or participate in any
particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would not be authorised, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or invitation.
Any subscriptions not based on the funds’ latest prospectuses, KIID, annual or semi-annual reports or other relevant legal document shall not be acceptable.
The latest prospectus, articles of association, KIID and annual and semi-annual reports of the funds presented herein (the “Funds’ Legal Documents”) may be obtained free of charge from
Union Bancaire Gestion Institutionnelle (France) SAS, 116 avenue des Champs-Elysées, 75008 Paris, France.
Telephone calls to the telephone number stated in this presentation may be recorded. When calling this number, UBP Asset Management (France) will assume that you consent to this
recording.
UBP Asset Management (France) is the commercial name of Union Bancaire Gestion Institutionnelle (France) SAS a management company authorized and regulated in France by the
Autorité des des Marchés Financiers - AMF under n°GP98041
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